THE NEW LIFE	349
Where man and woman dwell in courtesy.
So to the road thou shalt be reconciled,
And find the lady, and with the lady, Love.
Commend thou me to each, as doth behove.	70
This poem, that it may be better understood, I will divide
more subtly than the others preceding : and therefore I will
make three parts of it. The first part is a proem to the
words following. The second is the matter treated of. The
third is, as it were, a handmaid to the preceding words.
The second begins here, ' An angel;' the third here, * Dear
Song, I know* The first part is divided into four. In the
first, 1 say to whom I mean to speak of my Lady, and
where,} ^mi I will so speak. In the second, I say what she
appears to myself to be when I reflect upon her excellence,
and what I would utter if I lost not courage. In the third,
I say what it is I purpose to speak so as not to be impeded
by faintheartedness. In the fourth, repeating to whom I
purpose speaking, I tell the reason why I speak to them.
The second begins here, ' And I declare ;' the third here,
' Wherefore I will not speak ;' the fourth here, c With you
alone.3 Then, when I say ' An Angel' I begin treating of
Ms lady : and this part is divided into two. In the first,
I tell what is understood of her in heaven. In the second',
I tell what is understood of her on earth : here, f My lady
is desired.' This second part is divided into two ; for, in
the first, I speak of her as regards the nobleness of her soul,
relating some of her virtues proceeding from her soul; in
the second, I speak of her as regards the nobleness of her
body, narrating some of her beauties: here, ' Love saith
concerning her! This second part is divided into two, for,
in the first, I speak of certain beauties which belong to the
ivhole person ; in the second, I speak of certain beauties
which belong to a distinct part of the person : here, c What-
ever her sweet eyes! This second part is divided into two ;
for, in the one, I speak of the eyes, which are the beginning
of love ; in the second, I speak of the mouth, which is the
end of love. And that every vicious thought may be discarded
herefrom, let the reader remember that it is above written
that the greeting of this lady, which was an act of her ?nouth}

